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Abstract—The volume of Internet traffic over 3G wireless
networks is sharply rising. In contrast to many Internet ser-
vices utilizing replicated resources, such as Content Distribution
Networks (CDN), the current 3G standard architecture employs
hierarchical routing, where all user data traffic goes through a
small number of aggregation points using logical tunnels. In this
paper, we study the performance implications of the interplay
when 3G users access Internet services.

We first identify a number of scenarios in which 3G users’
service performance can be affected under hierarchical routing
in comparison to an idealized flat routing. We then quantify
this service impact by analyzing trace data obtained from a
large-scale 3G network and a CDN provider. We find that the
performance difference between hierarchical routing and flat
routing increases when a 3G user accesses highly replicated
service, and can further aggravates when the DNS caching is
not properly managed under vertical handoff. For example, in
our data analysis, the detour under hierarchical routing can
cause a packet to travel extra distance by up to 1627km on
the average case, which can lead to around 45.4% increase in
round-trip latency. We also perform a measurement study to
demonstrate that user mobility and web applications can lead
to unexpected performance-impacting interactions, which can
degrade the download throughput by up to an order of magnitude
(0.9Mbps vs. 10.8Mbps).

I. INTRODUCTION

The past few years have witnessed a booming growth in

cellular data network technologies (most-commonly available

as 3G networks); smartphones and akin advanced portable

devices (e.g., iPad), and a wide-variety of mobile telecom-

munication applications (such as mobile web, video confer-

encing, e-banking, online social networking, online gaming,

e-commerce, etc.). Technology advances in these areas—

network, device, and application—form a virtuous circle that

further stimulates more technical innovation in them and drives

popularity in the use of mobile applications even higher. 3G

wireless communication has increasingly become an integral

part of daily life. Rising together with the ever maturing

technologies is users’ expectation of the 3G service—users

are looking beyond basic service availability and starting to

demand higher service performance.

In this paper, we focus on a fundamental aspect of the 3G

architecture—the routing, particularly in the 3G core network.

As shown in Figure 1, the 3G core network consists of SGSNs

(Serving GPRS Support Nodes) and GGSNs (Gateway GPRS

Support Nodes), which connects network elements in the

RAN (Radio Access Network). Service access of user device

over the air is managed through the RAN, which consists

Fig. 1. Simplified 3G architecture

of NodeBs and RNCs (Radio Network Controllers). The 3G

core network use a hierarchical structure for both routing

traffic toward internal servers (e.g., for visual voice-mail)

and channeling traffic to reach external networks (including

the Internet). Specifically, to work with TCP/IP and other

external networks, all data traffic uses GTP (GPRS Tunneling

Protocol) tunnel and goes through GGSN. By using GGSN

as a gateway to external networks, the 3G core network

becomes fully transparent to the end user, and at the same

time the cellular service provider retains full control of the

key service management functions (e.g., access authorization,

traffic accounting, mobility management). Hence, even in more

recent cellular architecture, i.e., Enhanced Packet Core for

LTE (Long Term Evolution, commercially branded as 4G),

which uses fewer intermediate entities along the data path,

all data packets still go through GGSN-equivalent gateways

before reaching the Internet. (See Section VI for more details.)

While NodeBs and RNCs are typically widely spread in

order to provide good radio coverage, typical 3G service

providers have a small number of GGSN locations (e.g., less

than 10 for a U.S. carrier), each covering a greater geographi-

cal region [13]. This is in contrast to the network architecture

for High-Speed Internet service, which typically has a much

larger number of equivalent sites (e.g., several tens) [12]. Such

a design of 3G networks is based on various aspects such as

service autonomy, security, and deployment and operational

cost (to gradually keep up with increasing 3G service demand)

as well as service performance. As a result, the hierarchical

routing through few aggregations points (i.e., GGSNs) can lead

to additional performance penalty when compared to the case

with a flat routing structure. For example, the additional delay

due to the SGSN and GGSN relay can affect user’s perceived

performance in interactive applications (such as gaming and



e-trading). The increased round trip latency can also impact

the TCP throughput on user’s data transfers (such as web

browsing and video streaming). Although such performance

degradation might be tolerable in the past and even now(e.g.,

with little Internet traffic, larger delay on radio links), it

will become increasingly unacceptable as users’ demand and

service performance expectation rises with advanced radio

technology.

Mobility is another new aspect that 3G users bring to

Internet service infrastructure. To support constant, yet high-

performance connectivity, many 3G mobile devices have mul-

tiple wireless interfaces and automatically switch between dif-

ferent technologies (called vertical handoff [28]), as available

technologies change over time (e.g., a smartphone switching

from 3G to WiFi). This may cause some unexpected inter-

actions with different system components or applications that

do not take mobility into account. In this paper, we present

an illustrating scenario and show how an interaction between

vertical handoff and DNS (Domain Name System) caching can

lead to suboptimal web download performance in practice.

We make the following contributions in this paper. (1)

We analyze various scenarios where the hierarchical structure

can affect the performance of Internet service by a 3G user.

We first compare the hierarchical routing and flat routing to

understand the inherent performance impact. We also con-

sider scenarios where a 3G user accesses replicated contents

(e.g., via CDN service) and show how the 3G architecture

interacts with replicated Internet service. (2) We quantify the

performance impact through detailed analysis of data obtained

from a commercial large-scale 3G network and evaluate the

potential performance gain with additional service resource

deployment or alternative network structures. We also perform

a measurement study to validate the performance impact in

real settings. We have found that the hierarchical routing

through relatively small number of GGSN locations does not

compare favorably with flat routing, and the relative perfor-

mance degrades further as 3G users access highly replicated

services such as CDN, or when DNS caching in mobile

applications is not properly managed under vertical handoff.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

provides some background on 3G architecture and CDN. In

Section III, we identify a number of aspects in which the

hierarchical routing of 3G data traffic affects system efficiency

and service performance. In Section IV and Section V we

present the result of our trace-driven analysis and measurement

study. Section VI discusses how our findings apply to future

wireless networks. We review related work in Section VII and

conclude in Section VIII.

II. BACKGROUND

A. 3G Architecture

The 3G mobile telecommunications services are embodied

in two types of systems – the UMTS system (standardized by

3GPP) and the CDMA2000 system (standardized by 3GPP2).

While our focus in this study is on the UMTS system [17],

our findings should be equally applicable to the CDMA2000

system as well as other networks or services that use a small

number of network aggregation points for Internet traffic (e.g.,

corporate Virtual Private Networks). As depicted in Figure 1,

a UMTS network consists of three components – the User

Equipment (UE), the Radio Access Network (RAN), and the

Core Network. Based on the radio interface technology, the

UMTS system can be further categorized as (1) the WCDMA

(Wideband Code Division Multiple Access), which is the

original system with largest deployment, (2) the newer TD-

SCDMA (Time Division Synchronous CDMA), and (3) the

latest HSPA (High Speed Packet Access) [7], which supports

a much higher peak data rate and system capacity and is

sometimes referred to as the 3.5G. These UMTS systems share

the same core network architecture, which is based on GSM

network (2G) with GPRS (General Packet Radio Service). We

can further divide UMTS system into circuit switched and

packet switched domains. The focus of this study is on the

mobile data (Internet) service that utilizes the packet switched

core network.

The UMTS packet switch core network consists of SGSN

and GGSN. The main function of the packet core is to provide

packet routing, traffic management (e.g., load balancing),

session authentication and application layer management, and

traffic accounting for billing. In the case of uplink traffic

(from user devices), all Internet traffic must go through GGSN

using GTP based encapsulation. While GTP can run on top

of TCP/IP, connectionless messages such as IP datagrams

typically use UDP/IP.

In an illustrative example in Figure 2, suppose that a 3G

user needs to communicate with a web server C1. The data

packet exchanges between the user and C1 would take R1 in

the figure (RNC and SGSN are omitted for brevity). Leaving

out the signaling details of session setup, a user data IP

packet would go through the corresponding NodeB and RNC

(using a different encapsulation protocol called PDCP (Packet

Data Convergence Protocol)). At the RNC, the data packet is

encapsulated using GTP, or more specifically GTP-U (User

plane), and routed through the 3G provider’s internal network

to a designated SGSN. At the SGSN, the packet switches to a

different GTP tunnel and is routed through the 3G provider’s

network to a designated GGSN. At the GGSN, the GTP header

is decapsulated, and the original IP packet is forwarded toward

C1 in the wide-area network (the Internet). The return traffic

from C1 is also first routed to the GGSN (e.g., via BGP

routing) and then follows the reverse path/process to reach

the UE.

B. CDN and DNS-based Request Routing

Our study investigates the interaction between 3G network

and CDN service, which currently serves a large portion of

web content. At a high level, CDN service improves user’s web

performance (e.g., reducing latency, increasing data through-

put) by bringing the content closer to the users (eyeballs). A

CDN provider typically replicates the web contents on behalf

of content providers across multiple diversely-connected and

geographically-distributed servers, and use request routing to

direct users’ web requests to appropriate servers (e.g., based

on proximity) to improve service performance [10], [23]. The



Fig. 2. Various scenarios for hierarchical and flat routing. R1 and R2
correspond to hierarchical routing, and R3 and R4 correspond to flat routing.

most widely adopted approach to such request routing is

through DNS lookup [23]. By examining the source IP address

of a received DNS lookup request, which is the IP address of

the local DNS server used by the user, a CDN provider can

respond with a web server that is close (from the network

routing perspective) to the IP address. This is based on the

assumption that a client host would typically set up the DNS

server in its local network and hence a web server being close

to the local DNS server would also be close to the user.

Note that not all web requests involve a DNS lookup —

DNS lookup results can be cached in the local DNS servers,

the client host’s operating system, or the user’s web browser.

To ensure more dynamic request routing, most CDNs set the

TTL (Time-to-Live), i.e., the expiration time, for DNS entries

to small values.

III. PERFORMANCE IMPLICATIONS OF HIERARCHICAL

ROUTING

In this section, we illustrate how hierarchical routing in 3G

may potentially affect service performance.

A. Hierarchical Routing vs. Flat Routing

As mentioned in the previous section, all 3G traffic must

go through GGSN, which is an endpoint of a GTP tunnel.

Compared to the direct shortest path from the UE and the

destination, such routing may cause the traffic to travel extra

distance, which can result in higher network resource usage

and lower user performance (such as longer delay and lower

throughput). Figure 2 illustrates the scenario. A user tries to

communicate with destination C1. The actual route R1 for 3G

traffic can potentially be significantly longer than a shortest

path R4, which flat routing without any detour points would

take. We quantify this extra distance and its service impact in

Section IV-B.

B. Hierarchical Routing and Replicated Service

The impact of a detour on service performance can become

even worse when a service is provided through replicated and

widely-distributed resources. This includes web requests that

can be served by multiple replicated servers from a CDN

provider, video editing applications (e.g., YouTube) that can

be serviced by any server in a distributed infrastructure, or

gaming that is hosted at distributed game servers. Network

latency to the end users is often a crucial factor for the service

performance, which has motivated the service replication in

the first place. For example, whether one can connect to a

close-by first-shooter game server can significantly impact the

gaming experience. In the rest of the paper, we will use CDN

as a representative for this class of service for the convenience

of presentation, while our findings are applicable to all services

in this class.

In Figure 2, suppose that the user is requesting a web page

that is also replicated in C2, which would be the best server

for the user without the detour. Note that the performance that

the 3G user experiences is likely to improve over the non-

replication case, since she can still use a better server between

C1 and C2 rather than a fixed server in a non-replicated

scenario. However, when compared to the flat routing case, the

relative performance penalty due to the detour can potentially

increase with more CDN locations (e.g., using R1 instead of

R3). We evaluate this aspect in more detail in Section IV-C.

C. Interaction with Application Layer

Suppose a 3G user visits a website replicated at multiple

CDN servers. When the user device initiates a DNS lookup

using its local DNS server, it typically finds a server (C1)

close to the GGSN that the user device is connected to. It

is because the local DNS server is usually co-located with

GGSN, and the CDN’s DNS server returns a server close

to the local DNS [23]. As previously explained, the traffic

will take path R1. Later when WiFi becomes available, the

user device performs a vertical handoff and switches to WiFi.

After the switching, the user device should be able to utilize

a better located server (C2), which is close to the new local

DNS server for the WiFi network and the user’s traffic can

take the direct route R3. However, it is possible that the user

device keeps using the old server address in its DNS cache

and hence experiences sub-optimal performance using route

R4. Similarly, such sub-optimal web access can occur when

the user switches from WiFi to 3G (i.e., using R2 instead of

R1), for which case we omit the detail for brevity.

Although in practice, CDNs usually use small TTL values

for DNS entries in order to keep users from using stale

information, we find that many web browsers ignore TTL

values and continue to use the old DNS entries for a certain

time period [20], which can cause significant performance

degradation. We present our findings from a measurement

study in more detail in Section V.

IV. TRACE-DRIVEN ANALYSIS

In this section we quantify the performance implications

described in Section III, using traces obtained from a large-

scale 3G network operator and a CDN provider in the United

States. We first describe data sources and performance metrics

used in our study.

A. Metrics and Data Sets

We quantify the difference between routing schemes due

to the two types of detour described in the previous section.

In addition to the current routing strategy where all traffic

goes through a GGSN (called EAG (Exit-at-GGSN)), we

also study the performance when we allow traffic to exit at



corresponding SGSN or RNC (called EAS and EAR, respec-

tively).1 Since it is difficult to arrange these unconventional

routing schemes and perform a large-scale active measurement

study, we mainly focus on analysis using location information

and traffic volume data. We complement our analysis with a

measurement study in Section V.

In our evaluation, we mainly use the straight-line distance

between two points (called air mile [15]) as a metric to

quantify the difference between different routing strategies.

In case of detour, we use the sum of distances for multiple

line segments. For instance, for EAG, we consider three line

segments: RNC to SGSN, SGSN to GGSN, and GGSN to

server. (We ignore the distance between NodeB and RNC,

which is relatively small.) It is well accepted that air mile

has strong correlation with actual performance (e.g., delay)

and is one of the primary performance metrics for CDN

providers [10]. In addition, using that metric allows isolating

the performance comparison from other external factors such

as underlying topologies, routing algorithms, and traffic en-

gineering schemes. Still, we present the results that illustrate

how the difference in air mile would affect the end-to-end

performance later (Section IV-B2).

The data we use in this part include:

• Location information of 3G network entities (i.e., RNCs,

SGSNs, GGSNs) and CDN data centers. In our study,

we use thousands of RNCs, hundreds of SGSNs, tens of

CDN data centers, and a single-digit number of GGSN

locations.2 We also use a hierarchical topology that

connects the 3G network entities.

• Packet count for upstream and downstream traffic at each

RNC for a week. We use this as weight when computing

the per-packet average air mile.

• Periodic probe data for end-to-end latency. This is ob-

tained from more than 250 probe devices that contact

remote servers. We also use the location information of

probe devices and remote servers.

In our study, we assume that all CDN locations are equivalent

and host the same set of content, unless otherwise stated.

Depending on the exit point in different routing strategies (e.g.,

EAG, EAR), the traffic may go to different CDN locations.

In our evaluation, unless otherwise stated, we use the closest

CDN location (in terms of air mile) from the exit point. We

define C(L) to be the CDN server chosen for location L. Since

the amount of extra air mile is closely related to the number

of GGSN locations, we further study how the performance

changes with a varying number of GGSN locations.

B. Hierarchical Routing vs. Flat Routing

1) Air Mile vs. Number of GGSN locations: We first

investigate the air mile that 3G user traffic needs to travel

on average as a function of GGSN locations. More GGSN lo-

cations would make the system increasingly flat. We consider

scenarios where 3G users access replicated Internet service

(e.g., content server replicated by CDN service) in the next

1Existing products can realize these approaches [5].
2The exact numbers are proprietary information, which we do not provide

here.

subsection. While there can be many aspects to consider in

selecting GGSN locations (e.g., physical space, cost, peering

connectivity), we focus on minimizing the total air mile

between RNC and GGSN.

We model this problem as a k-median problem [22], where

we consider all existing RNC locations as potential locations

of GGSNs and use as metric the weighted air mile using the

traffic volume at the RNC. Thus in the extreme case when

there is one GGSN co-located with each RNC, the objective

function will drop to 0, which is then equivalent to the EAR

case. Finding an optimal solution to a k-median problem

is NP-hard [22]. In our experiments, we use the following

heuristics:

• Greedy algorithm tests all available locations and selects

the one with maximal decrease in the objective func-

tion [22]. The procedure repeats until the required number

of locations is reached.

• k-means [19] starts with randomly selected k centers.

Then, each point is assigned to the closest center, and

within each cluster, a new center is selected that mini-

mizes the sum of costs in the cluster. The procedure is

repeated until the objective function does not change.

We consider two cases for the greedy algorithm. The first

one starts from the scratch without any prior GGSN location.

The second one starts with 4 prior GGSN locations and then

finds best locations for subsequent new GGSNs.3 For k-means,

the result varies significantly depending on the initial set of

randomly selected centers. For each k, we run k-means 10

times with different initial centers and use the best result. We

also compare the heuristic solutions against a lower bound,

which we find by relaxing the integer solution constraint

and allowing fractional solutions (often called linear-program

relaxation).

We report the weighted average air mile in Figure 3. We

observe that in all cases, having more GGSN locations reduces

the air miles significantly. For example, the average air mile is

more than 800km with 2 GGSN locations, while it is around

400km with 5 locations. The performance of k-means and

greedy algorithm is highly close to the lower bound (within

7.5% and 15%), although k-means performs slightly better.

While the performance of 4 initial GGSN locations is quite

poor (e.g., 18% worse than k-means), it quickly converges to

that of k-means as we add more GGSN locations. Interestingly,

the benefit of adding more GGSN locations slows down after

7 or 8 locations. This in part supports the design of using a

small number of GGSN locations.

2) Translating Air Mile to End-to-end Performance: In this

subsection, we estimate the impact of air mile changes on

end-to-end performance. Specifically, we study the correlation

between air mile and round trip time (RTT) by analyzing

probe data obtained from specialized devices scattered across

250 different locations in the continental US. Among these

devices, approximately 70 use 3G and 180 use HSPA (High

3We use the four most populated cities in the United States: New York, Los
Angeles, Chicago, and Houston. We also experimented with different initial
placements and observed a trend similar to Figure 3, even though the initial
placements are worse than the one shown in the figure.
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Speed Packet Access). Each probe device performs one or

two ping tests per hour, and the ping destinations consist

of both internal servers (maintained by the 3G operator)

and external servers. The probe data contains the location

information for the probe devices and internal servers. For

the external servers, we obtain the location using a publicly

available ip2location database [3]. We consider the detour

routing via SGSN and GGSN and use the distance sum of

the following three segments: probe-SGSN, SGSN-GGSN, and

GGSN-destination. For each source-destination pair, we use

the minimum RTT of all the measurements conducted during

a day to minimize other external impact (e.g., link congestion).

We have also analyzed the data for multiple days and found

the result from the one-day data is representative. We have

also examined the download throughput metric as a function

of air mile distance and observed weaker correlation (which

is not presented due to space limit), probably because the

air interface is the main throughput bottleneck in current 3G

systems.

Figure 4 shows the correlation between air mile and RTT.

As expected, the latency of HSPA is mostly lower than that of

3G. We also observe positive correlation between air mile and

latency for both HSPA and 3G. We performed a line fitting,

and the least squares fitting for HSPA is y = 0.017x + 59.9

and for 3G y = 0.010x + 112.7. The fitting for the 3G is

less accurate (the mean squared error for 3G is 684.8 vs.

400.4 for HSPA; the 95% confidence interval for the slope of

the 3G fitting is [0.0039,0.0161] and for the HSPA fitting is

[0.0144,0.0196]) in part because of the fewer data points. Note

that the constant values for both cases roughly correspond

to the average radio link delay values ( 75ms for HSPA and

125ms for 3G) reported in a recent measurement study [27].

We further discuss the trend and its implication of the routing

independent factors in Section VI. The slope of the HSPA

fitting is also consistent with the result in a previous study

performed on the wired Internet users [9].

C. Hierarchical Routing and Replicated Service

Now we consider scenarios where 3G users access a repli-

cated service and show that the difference between flat routing

and hierarchical routing is much more significant in such a

scenario.
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We first compare three schemes (EAG, EAS, and EAR)

where the exit points are different. In our analysis, we use

the nearest CDN server from the exit point (in terms of

air mile). In Figure 5, the three leftmost lines correspond

to the CDF of per-packet air mile for these schemes. (The

other two lines are discussed in Section IV-D.) From this

figure, we observe that bypassing GGSNs and exiting at an

earlier network element such as RNC and SGSN can lead to

significant benefit in terms of air mile reduction. Specifically,

the difference in median between EAG and EAR is 851km,

while the difference between EAG and EAS is 737km.

The average of three schemes (EAG, EAS, and EAR) are

1009km, 338km and 226km, respectively. Using the result

in Section IV-B2, we can estimate the impact due to longer

air mile on end-to-end latency. For example, in HSPA, the

difference in median between EAR and EAG translates to

14ms (or 23.7%) difference in RTT.

In the next set of experiments, we vary the number of CDN

locations and evaluate the performance penalty due to detour.

Given N , we select a subset of N CDN locations uniformly at

random and calculate the air mile when users retrieve content

only from those CDN locations. We run 10 experiments for

each N and report the result in Figure 6. In this figure, we use

the median of 10 median values from different runs while the

error bar shows the maximum and minimum of the median

values.

In Figure 6, we first observe that as the number of CDN
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locations increases, the air mile decreases in general. However,

the penalty due to detour actually increases with more CDN

locations. For example, when there is only one CDN location,

the medians of EAG and EAR are 3769km and 3121km (or

20% difference), while with 10 locations, the numbers are

1096km and 306km (or a factor of 3+ difference). We also note

that allowing early exits is quite effective in terms of reducing

air mile and potentially end-to-end latency. Specifically, in

Figure 6, the air mile performance of EAS at N=5 is mostly

better than that of EAG at N=10 (849km vs. 1096km in the

median case). This indicates that deploying more GGSNs or

augmenting the 3G network communication architecture (e.g.,

allowing bypass [5]) is likely to be more beneficial to the web

service performance of 3G users than deploying more CDN

locations.

D. Interaction with DNS Caching

We now consider cases of using sub-optimal CDN servers

due to vertical handoff and DNS caching (Section III-C).

Specifically, we assume that due to cached DNS entries before

a vertical handoff, web requests continue to go to a CDN

server close to the RNC or the SGSN along the path (denoted

by C(R) or C(S)) while the traffic exits at a GGSN.

The two rightmost lines in Figure 5 correspond to these

cases. Not surprisingly, the resulting routes are even worse

than that of EAG, and the air mile difference between EAR

and EAG-C(R) in terms of median is over 1600 km. Based

on our line fitting for HSPA in Section IV-B2, this translates

to about 27ms difference (45.4%) in median RTT between

EAR and EAG-C(R). The increase in the worst case is more

pronounced. For example, in the 90th-percentile case, the

difference is as large as 3211km. We also report the mean

of the two rightmost lines, which are 1585km and 1676km,

respectively. In Figure 6, the two leftmost bars for each N

show the performance of the corresponding scenarios. We

observe that the penalty due to using an incorrect CDN server

(e.g., difference between EAG-C(R) and EAG) increases with

more CDN locations, while there is no difference for N=1 as

expected.

V. MEASUREMENT

We next use measurement experiments to validate and

quantify the performance impact of using suboptimal CDN

servers due to vertical handoff and DNS caching.

A. Measurement Setup

We have performed the measurement on a laptop running

Microsoft Windows Vista. We use an internal WiFi interface

on the laptop and an external USB 3G card by Sierra Wireless.

In our measurement, we focus on the download throughput of

web contents replicated by CDN providers. In particular, we

identify a list of content providers using Akamai and Limelight

and randomly select a subset of them to retrieve their web

contents. As described in Section II, a CDN provider typically

assigns one of the replicated servers to a web client when

responding to a DNS lookup. We define C(W) to be the CDN

server returned for a DNS lookup from the WiFi interface. We

also define C(3G) similarly.

Although the TTL value of a DNS record stored in a DNS

cache might be small, we observe that many web browsers

have their own timeout value for their DNS cache entries,

in an attempt to reduce the number of DNS requests. The

default value can be up to 30 minutes depending on the

browser.4 To emulate vertical handoff, we manually switch

between 3G interface and WiFi interface. Then, to emulate a

user continuing to access the same content, we request web

contents from the same CDN server using a web browser

without closing it. To ensure downloading the content from

a CDN server, we clear the web cache on the browser after a

download is complete. We use Wireshark to capture all traffic

and analyze the performance. All contents used in this study

are relatively large (e.g., several-minute long video clips),

with sizes ranging from several MB to 45MB. We stop a

download if it takes more than 5 minutes. We performed all

our measurement in August 2010.

We use the average download throughput as metric and

compare the four cases: WiFi interface downloading from

C(W), WiFi interface downloading from C(3G), 3G interface

downloading from C(W), and 3G interface downloading from

C(3G). In the rest of this section, we mainly report results

using Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE, version 8.0), which has

the largest market share [1]. We also briefly report the result

using other web browsers.

B. Measurement Result

We measured the throughput for four Akamai customers

sites (A1, A2, A3, A4) from three different indoor locations:

a corporate office in New Jersey, and two university campuses

in Massachusetts and Texas. For a given customer, we perform

the download twice and report the result of both instances.

We use A1-1 and A1-2 to distinguish the two experiments

for customer A1. The results are shown in Figure 7. Not

surprisingly, the WiFi throughput is significantly higher than

that of 3G. Also, when on the WiFi interface, using C(W)

servers results in higher performance in most cases than using

C(3G) based on an old DNS record obtained through the 3G

interface. Specifically, in Figure 7(a), except for one case (A3-

1), the WiFi throughput using C(W) servers is consistently

higher than the case of using C(3G) servers, and the difference

can be up to a factor of 13. We observe a similar trend in the

other locations.

4http://support.microsoft.com/kb/263558
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Fig. 7. Throughput Measurement on Akamai customers (Mbps)

In all three sets of measurement, we notice that the results

are not always consistent, and using C(3G) servers some-

times results in higher throughput even when the user is on

WiFi. There are multiple possible reasons. First, the download

throughput is decided by many other factors besides the

delay to CDN server, such as background traffic, interference,

congestion and even channel state transtion [21]. Seccond,

delay is not the only metric used for CDN server selection,

but other factors such as load balancing can also affect the

CDN server selection [23], in which case the selected server

may not give the best performance.

When we use the 3G interface, the difference is less

pronounced although using C(3G) servers results in slightly

better performance. We believe that this is because in the

current 3G networks, the radio link is the main bottleneck

and dominates the performance, and thus the detour in the

wired Internet has less impact on the end-to-end performance.

We further discuss this aspect in Section VI.

We have also performed a similar measurement on Lime-

light CDN customers and found the difference quite marginal.

Unlike Akamai, Limelight has fewer locations [4]. Instead,

to achieve high performance, Limelight takes advantage of

good peering connectivity of their network that connects their

locations. Hence both the chance of hitting a sub-optimal

CDN server (location) and the performance penalty of using

a sub-optimal one become small as previously discussed in

Section IV-C (Figure 6).

All the measurements reported above are done on IE. We

also experimented with other popular browsers. We find that

the behavior of Firefox (version 3.6.7) is similar to that of

IE in that it keeps using the cached server after switching

to another wireless interface, although its timeout value is

shorter (1 minute). Safari (version 5.0) automatically does a

new DNS look up using a new DNS server after a switch

between interfaces.

Our results highlight the implication of interaction between

vertical handoff and DNS caching on the real-world perfor-

mance and show that the performance degradation can be an

order of magnitude. Although the performance degradation is

possible only during a relatively short window, other opti-

mization techniques such as DNS prefetching [2] can possibly

cause the issue to occur more frequently. In general, network

system designs should consider such cross-layer interactions

especially when more frequent vertical handoffs are possible

in the future.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss how the performance issues

identified in this paper can potentially have a larger impact

on the service performance in future wireless networks.

In Section IV-C, we find that all traffic going through one of

the GGSNs can result in up to an order of magnitude increase

in air mile. Specifically, the median distance of EAR is 142km

and that of EAG is 993km. However, based on the result in

Section IV-B2, the difference in end-to-end latency is only

modest (23.7% for HSPA), and the throughput difference is

even smaller. This is because in the current 3G networks, air

interface is the main bottleneck, contributing significant delay

and limiting the throughput. However, as wireless technologies

continue to improve, the performance difference due to traffic

detour will likely grow larger. In fact, we can already see this

trend in our results. For the same air mile, HSPA already shows

significantly smaller end-to-end latency than 3G (Figure 4).

As radio access technology further improves (e.g., ∼10ms in

LTE [27]), the routing dependent delay would account for an

even greater portion of the total delay. Also, we observe more

noticeable performance degradation when a WiFi user gets

stuck with a sub-optimal CDN server (Section V-B). Based

on this evidence, we believe that as the wireless technology

improves further, and the air link becomes less of a bottleneck,

inefficient routing in wireless networks will have a larger

impact on the overall performance.

The use of aggregation points (i.e., GGSN equivalents)

for data traffic still applies to the recent cellular architecture

such as EPC (Enhanced Packet Core) [6]. While the EPC is

considered a flat architecture, and the network element in the

cell tower (called eNodeB–enhanced NodeB) is IP-capable,

the standard still requires all data traffic to go through gateway

(called PDN Gateway). However, some operators may choose

to use proprietary products in the existing architecture [5].

Also a new standard is being developed to allow Internet traffic

to bypass the operator’s core network [8]. Moreover, future

wireless network architecture may allow wireless operators to



add GGSN-equivalent entities more easily. These scenarios

will help reduce the amount of detour due to hierarchical

routing, and the result in this work can provide a guideline

to the design of such new systems.

VII. RELATED WORK

Measurement on 3G Networks: Many measurement

works on 3G networks have been done to obtain a bet-

ter understanding of 3G networks and to identify possible

performance problems. Ricciato et al. [26] investigate two

approaches to infer the presence of a capacity bottleneck from

passive measurements in a 3G mobile network. Tan et al. [29]

find that the performance of 3G network varies widely across

different operators. More recently, Huang et al. [16] perform

a measurement study using smartphones on a number of 3G

networks and present the application performance such as web

browsing, VoIP, and video streaming. Our work is different in

that we focus on the potential performance penalty due to the

3G standard architecture.

Optimizing 3G Networks: Another related area of re-

search is to optimize 3G networks from the network planning

perspective. Ricciato [24] describes how passive observation

of network traffic and traffic-analysis methods can be used to

optimize 3G networks. Ricciato et al. [25] perform a mea-

surement study to understand an optimal assignment of base

stations to SGSNs. Amaldi et al. [11] investigate the problem

of optimizing the base station location and configuration in

3G networks. Wu and Pierre [30] propose a constraints-based

model to find the best sites for RNCs. While we consider the

problem of finding GGSN locations in Section IV, our work

focuses on how the 3G packet core architecture interacts with

Internet services such as CDNs.

WiFi Offloading: Recently, there has been huge interest

in augmenting 3G capacity by using WiFi access (called WiFi

offloading). Balasubramanian et al. [14] propose a prediction-

based offloading system that can augment 3G capacity using

WiFi. Lee et al. [18] collect data traces from around 100

smartphone users and provide quantitative analysis results

about how beneficial WiFi offloading would be. Our work

finds that the interaction at the application layer is also an

important aspect in determining whether to switch between

3G and WiFi.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have studied the performance impact of the

current 3G standard architecture on Internet service access.

Specifically, we have compared hierarchical routing in 3G

networks with idealized flat routing. While many Internet

services are provided through replicated and widely-distributed

resources (such as CDNs), our trace-driven analysis results

show that the relative 3G performance compared to the ideal-

ized case degrades when a 3G user accesses highly replicated

service. We have also demonstrated that user mobility and web

applications can lead to unexpected performance-impacting

interactions in practice. Our findings suggest that future In-

ternet services and applications for mobile broadband users

should consider the network architecture and performance

implications to provide high service quality.
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